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ABSTRACT 

The socio-cultural situation in which we find ourselves today, with limited budgets, greater 
awareness of the environment and high levels of gas emissions into the atmosphere, makes the 
future in general and the construction of structures in particularly aimed at finding designs that 
are more efficient. Since the 60s of last century to the present, some research groups spread 
across the five continents have tried to carry out optimization studies of concrete bridges, either 
the bridge in general and some of its elements in particular, publishing articles in scientific 
journals world-class, for example [1]–[5]. The featured paper extracts some qualitative variables 
defined and parameterized by reading that articles published over the years and it makes a 
simple multivariate correspondence analysis (SMCA). A sample of 93 articles has been 
analyzed and five variables has been extracted from its. The two overall objectives are to 
determine whether the dependency relationships between different categories that the variables 
can take are statistically significant and to define possible new lines of research. Therefore, 
SMCA is divided into 10 pairs of variables namely ten independent studies. The software used 
has been IBM SPSS Statistics 21. The results show that the type of optimization problem 
resolution are related to the development of technology and computers, that genetic algorithms 
[6] are related with maintenance phase, or that the optimization design of I-beam bridges is 
related with prestressed concrete among other. Finally, the thesis concludes that the 
optimization concrete bridge in construction phases or with special type of concrete could be 
new lines of research. 
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